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WBU-IMCG Arlington Forum Summary
Akira Ogawa, NHK

ists toggled between both sentiments. On one hand,
there was consensus that certain fundamental aspects of the enterprise are as true now as ever: linear television, particularly live events, remain a
uniquely powerful tool for engaging with an audience; the essential business of broadcasters and
programmers is still to monetize the delivery of
content; and great power still derives from great
content.

The World Broadcasting Unions - International
Media Connectivity Group (WBU-IMCG) - convened in the Washington, DC area on June 2-3,
2016 for its bi-annual Forum. PBS hosted the
event, generously offering its Arlington headquarters for a two-day exchange of ideas among an
array of voices within the media landscape. This
included broadcasters, programBut
differences
mers, satellite and
abound as well. In
other network opa world where maerators, equipment
jor media compavendors, and othnies provide half of
ers operating at the
their content on
intersection
of
mobile devices and
technology and
undertake multimedia. The sesmillion dollar prosion marked WBU
motional
cam-IMCG’s continupaigns on social
ing evolution from
media, there are
an organization
clearly new lessons
proudly rooted in
to be learned. In
broadcast and satparticular, panelellite services into WBU-IMCG Chair Akira Ogawa welcoming participants to the
ists considered the
two-day Forum in Arlington, Virginia at PBS.
a broader collecissue of metrics
tive of thoughtand measurement
leaders in the wider media landscape.
— that is, how to leverage the staggering volume
of data now available to programmers about their
Kicking off the event in an auditorium dedicated in
audience. A common sentiment that emerged from
her honor, PBS President Paula Kerger recounted
the discussion was that the future would belong to
the development of public broadcasting in the
those best able to gather, process, and operationalUnited States during the 20th century. She also
ize based on the vast amount of information availoutlined a vision of PBS’ future that is committed
able about today’s consumers of media.
to leveraging technology in furthering public
broadcasting’s mission to empower citizens with
In a similar vein, the panelists explored a topic that
ideas and information.
might seem out of place at a technology conference: human resources. More than ever, panelists
Over the course of the Forum’s first day, particisaid that their workforces need to evolve to meet
pants grappled with various topics centered on a
the challenges of the current media environment.
common theme: what has changed about the enterTechnically-oriented, versatile workers capable of
prise of delivering data (particularly video), and
seeing problems through the lens of an entire opwhat remains essentially the same? In a session on
erational system, rather than “uni-taskers” confined
the future of linear and broadcast channels, panelContinued on next page...
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to a discrete perspective, are essential to
the “enterprise act” of creating media content today. A member of the audience
capped off the discussion with a question
that rang as a challenge: are broadcasters
prepared to compete with the likes of
Google and Amazon for the best human
talent? Their future might depend on it.

ment than the one they first joined. Acknowledging certain structural challenges
— such as the continued need for large,
decades-long, cap-ex investments running
parallel to the blindingly fast pace of technological change, the growth of over-thetop (“OTT”) non-linear video, and shorter
contracts for space capacity — the panel
expressed optimism about the enduring
value of satellite. They articulated a vision
for the future in which the major satellite
players increasingly partner with their
customers to deliver end-to-end, managed
services. This, combined with satellite’s
unique ability to serve underdeveloped
parts of the world, and the growing mobility sector, makes for a bright, albeit different, future.

must not be treated as an “à la carte” component to be layered on top of ordinary
business systems, but as an integral piece
that is considered in the very design of the
systems themselves.

Following an engaging tutorial on ultrahigh-definition (“UHD”) television by
Matthew Goldman of Ericsson, an afterThe tension between old and new also
noon panel session took on an especially
surfaced in a panel devoted to IP video
exciting and timely technical issue in
production contribution. Panelists from
video display technology: the significance
Comcast, SES, LiveU, Dejero, Akamai,
of High Dynamic Range (“HDR”) to
and Verizon all seemed to agree that IP is
broadcasters. The panel featured distindelivering a paradigm shift in how video is
guished representatives from NHK Labs,
captured, routed, produced, and distribDolby, Sony, Technicolor, and Ericsson.
uted. A spirited debate, however, emerged
While there was little doubt among the
over the feedback effects resulting from
panelists that HDR is a particularly powerthe remarkable speed
ful piece in the UHD
and efficiency achieved
puzzle, and one that
by this shift. In a world
delivers a legitimate
where the costs of cap“wow” factor for viewturing and widely disers with minimal bandseminating video can be
width tradeoffs, there
almost nil, how does
was some divergence in
this change the fundaviewpoints regarding
mental journalistic enthe standardization for
terprise? What, if anyHDR. Currently, two
thing, now distinguishes
proposals regarding the
broadcasters from any
HDR transfer function
other source of content?
are before the ITU
How important is video
(Perceptual Quantizaquality to consumers
tion or “PQ” and Hytoday, and how should
brid Log Gamma or
broadcasters and net“HLG”). The ITU is
work providers negotiexpected to issue a new
Members of the Next Generation of Broadcasting — A Technical View panel.
ate tradeoffs between
HDR standard later this
Jerry Fritz (ONEMedia/Sinclair), Anne Schelle (Pearl TV), Chris Homer (PBS),
speed and quality of
year. Thoughtful minds
Lynn Claudy (NAB), and their Moderator Mario Vecchi (PBS).
experience? How much
in the industry differ
do the answers to these
about the merits of the
questions depend on the part of the world
The Forum’s second day started with a
respective proposals, as well as the interyou are serving, based on the available
conversation among representatives from operability issues associated with accommodating the proposals in the standardizainfrastructure?
CBS, Verizon, Akamai, PBS, and LTN
tion process. The panelists carefully arGlobal Communications, who wrestled
ticulated the key history and issues surThe session’s first day also featured enwith the challenge of data security for
rounding HDR for an audience of experts
gaging presentations from traditional, leg- OTT video delivery and, in PBS’ case, for
and non-experts alike, emphasizing that
acy players looking to the future. In a
operating emergency alerting systems in
panel on the next generation of broadcastthe United States. Members of the audi- much work remains to be done to make
HDR a broader reality for consumers once
ing, a distinguished group of broadcasters
ence shared sobering experiences about
outlined the new ATSC 3.0 standard and
combating piracy on a global scale. In the ITU finalizes the standard.
its integration with the wider media ecoresponse, panelists encouraged a view of
The Forum concluded with a panel desystem. Panelists described 3.0 as more
data security not as something to either
voted to wide-ranging ruminations on the
flexible, rugged, compatible with new
have or not have, but rather as a continfuture in a time of massive data requireservices, and adapted to the new IP-based
uum of possible measures necessarily taiments (the “Zetabyte era”). Covering topworld, and thus better equipped to stand
lored to the level of risk posed. The panel
ics ranging from connected cars to the 5G
the test of time. Similarly, a panel of exalso emphasized that security is not a onenetwork to innovations in satellite and
ecutives from AsiaSat, Eutelsat, Intelsat,
time fix; rather, it is an iterative process
networking applications, a panel from
and SES shared their vision for the future
that must continually address evolving
Continued on next page...
of satellite in a vastly different environ- threats. More fundamentally, data security
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Ericsson, Intelsat, Volkswagen, Dejero,
and Full Frame Technology left little resolved but much to be considered going
forward. For example, will connected cars
that are capable of communicating with
each other be so effective at avoiding
crashes as to render the airbag an obsolete
accessory? More ominously, is the brave
new “world of connectivity” also a “world
of surveillance,” where artificial intelligence will know so much about us through
our devices as to perhaps alter what it
means to be human? And more generally,
how do we ensure that the solutions to
technical problems we perceive today are
actually relevant for future generations?

Along with my Vice-Chairs John Ball
(Turner/NABA) and Kazimir Bacic (HRT/
EBU), I would like to express my sincere
appreciation to our hosts at PBS. Their
gorgeous facilities were surpassed only by
their amazing team of people who contributed greatly to making this a truly memorable WBU-IMCG Forum. I would like to
express my appreciation to Tom Gibbon
for organizing the opening reception on
behalf of NHK and to AsiaSat, Intelsat,
and SES for hosting the welcome reception on the second night. I would also like
to thank Anh Ngo from the NABA Secretariat, who continues to tirelessly shepherd
WBU-IMCG through a period of remark-

WBU-IMCG’s Executive — John Ball
(Turner/NABA), Akira Ogawa (NHK/
ABU), and Kazimir Bacic (HRT/EBU).

Lynn Claudy (NAB)

Another TC working group
collaborates with the UK's
Digital Production Partnership in defining requirements and standards for a common metadata protocol for multiple file formats.
They have completed much of their work,
and by this fall we will begin a series of
education seminars that will focus on the
benefits of this work for broadcasters, the
production community, and the manufacturers. Exciting times, and all part of what
the Next Generation of Television will be;
so much more than just a new broadcast
standard with Ultra High Definition and
High Dynamic Range (which we are working on too). There are a lot of pieces to the
Next Generation puzzle.

able evolution. I am pleased to announce
as well that the next WBU-IMCG Forum
will take place November 17-18, 2016 in
Dubrovnik, Croatia hosted by HRT. Hope
to see you there. ∎

Bogdan Frusina (Dejero)

PBS President Paula Kerger’s
Opening Remarks

Director-General’s Report

There is interest in our work in Europe and
Asia and we hope we will have global
input for our North American discussion.

Since our last issue, we in NABA
have been busy
with a number of
committee working
groups and subcommittees. It is
not the most glamorous thing we do,
but it is where the work of the association
gets done, resulting in recommendations to
our standing committees and to the Board
of Directors.

RACC also has a number of sub-groups
which are sharing best practices on securing our facilities, remotes, and crews in the
field. It’s all important work, particularly
in coverage of both man-made and natural
disasters. In order to do this coverage well
broadcasters must make sure that they are
well prepared with the right protocols and
plans so they can serve the public interest
in difficult circumstances.

Michael McEwen, NABA

The Technical Committee (TC) has a number of sub-committees in play right now.
The Media over IP group has been getting
briefings from various industry stakeholders on IP production and distribution,
and in a few months this will lead to a
survey of broadcaster requirements that
will tell the vendors what we need to make
this new technology work in our production centres.

The TC and the Risk Awareness Continuity Committee (RACC) are working together to have a one-day Cyber Security
Symposium on December 1st in New
York. As we increasingly move to a full IP
world, securing our content, production
and distribution facilities has become a
number one priority, and we need the help
of all the industry stakeholders to employ
the best practices and mitigation strategies.

The Radio Committee (RC) has two working groups. One group is focused on getting FM chips enabled in smart phones,
virtually turning your smart phone into a
"Walkman." Once the chip is enabled then
an App, like NextRadio, gives the listener
more information and services. NABA has
partnered with our member the National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB) in the
US in a survey of enabled (and the potential enabling of) FM Chips in the US,
Mexico, and Canada. There has been a lot
of work done in the US by Paul Brenner of
Continued on next page...
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Emmis (and NextRadio) and that is reflected in increasing numbers of mobile
operators enabling the chips in the US. It is
interesting that the number of chip-enabled
phones in Mexico are up around 60%.
Sadly in Canada those numbers are below
5% as the Canadian operators have not
perceived the opportunity in enabling the
FM Chip as others do in North America.
This work is important to helping radio
thrive in the mobile and IP environment
and will continue.
The RC also has a Digital Radio group that
is working on the roll-out of Digital "HD"
Radio in North America. This is important
work since this group acts as a platform
group for this new technology, and looks at
best transition practices, simulcasting analogue and digital, and working with the
industry to monitor the uptake of this new
technology. The full RC meets on June
29th in Washington, DC at NPR and will
consider reports from the above noted
Working Groups, as well as a third Future
of Radio & Audio Symposium next year,
also at NPR in Washington.
The Legal Committee (LC) continues to
focus on the goal of getting a diplomatic
conference on a new global Broadcaster
Treaty, which would provide relevant protections for broadcaster signals in a digital
age. This work has been a long and sometimes frustrating effort, but we have hope
that we may reach a consensus at the

World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) and that this event would take
place in 2017. It would be most satisfying
to all those who have devoted so much of
their professional life to this effort. The LC
also meets on June 30th via teleconference.

...the number of chip enabled
phones in Mexico are up
around 60%. Sadly in Canada
those numbers are below 5%
as the Canadian operators
have not perceived the opportunity in enabling the FM
chip….
In fact June has been, and continues to be,
a very busy month for us in NABA and the
World Broadcasting Unions (WBU). The
NABA-TC met in Washington on June 1st,
and PBS hosted the WBU International
Media Connectivity Group (WBU-IMCG)
for a two-day Forum across the river in
Arlington, VA on June 2-3. It focused on
the collection and delivery of content
around the world utilizing IP technology as
our industry transitions from linear to IP
operations. A most interesting two days
that also form the cover story of this issue.
The WBU-TC met in Geneva June 7th and
then the WBU Secretary/Director Generals
met on June 14th in Montenegro at the

General Assembly of our sister union, the
European Broadcast Union. At the WBU
we strive to find a global consensus on the
issues facing broadcasters whether they be
technical, operational, production or regulatory. NABA is the Secretariat for the
WBU and we work with the other broadcast unions around the world to find the
right agenda and develop a consensus going forward. The bottom line for all of us is
not to duplicate efforts and, where we find
a consensus, move the agenda forward to
the benefit of our members.
Finally, on June 21st our Board of Directors will meet in New York at NBCU followed by two days of HDR testing and
evaluations at the CBS Lab in NYC. This
truly is a very full month of activity for us
all.
As I close, I wanted to note for our Canadian members that Broadcast Dialogue
will sign off at the end of June, Howard
and Ingrid Christianson having decided
that it's time for greener pastures. They will
be missed by the Canadian broadcast community since they have been the source of
industry information, issues, events and,
even from time to time, some good gossip
for longer than I can remember. I have
been privileged to know them for more
than 20 years and they have been good
friends to me and to NABA. They are good
people and I wish them well as they embrace their future. ∎

NABA’s Support for Next Generation Audio for ATSC 3.0
Jim Starzynski, NBCU

In the early spring of this year, NABA was
contacted by the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), via a liaison
document, informing its members of progress with the standardization of new audio
technologies planned to be included in
ATSC 3.0 (the organization’s forthcoming
third generation technical standard for digital TV). This ATSC action impacts NABA
membership in Canada, Mexico, and the
US, and potentially all other parts of the
world that may also adopt ATSC 3.0.
Upon receipt of the liaison document, the
NABA Technical Committee (TC) placed
an item on the agenda for its forthcoming

meeting in Mexico City, during their Annual General meeting event. As Vice-Chair
of the NABA-TC and Chair of ATSC's
S34-2 ad-hoc group on audio for ATSC
3.0, I explained the ATSC audio group’s
recommendation to establish a common
audio framework, and their recommendation that two proposed and tested next gen-

eration audio (NGA) systems (Dolby AC-4
and MPEGH-AA) be elevated to ATSC 3.0
Candidate Standard. The AC-4 system was
developed by Dolby Laboratories of San
Francisco and the MPEG-H AA System is
a version of the MPEG-H Audio system,
developed by Fraunhofer Institute llS, Erlangen, Germany; Technicolor, Hanover,
Germany; and Qualcomm, San Diego,
California.
I further noted the ATSC audio group’s
recommendation that only one single system be selected by any country or region,
and that AC-4 be identified as the recomContinued on next page...
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mended audio system for the United States.
The ensuing NABA-TC discussion focused
on these recommendations and the associated impact to NABA members when
choosing AC-4 and/or MPEG-H with particular focus on coverage near and across
borders. The deciding outcome of the TC
discussion was unanimous support for

Dolby AC-4 as a common North American
regional standard for Canada, Mexico, and
the US. Subsequently, this decision was
conveyed by the TC to the NABA Board of
Directors.
The NABA Board approved the TC’s recommendation to have the ATSC 3.0 Dolby
AC-4 system recommended as the NGA

standard for NABA's membership.
NABA is neither a standard-setting body
nor a regulatory authority; however, the
technical membership believes that having
all NABA broadcasters support this standard ultimately benefits all stakeholders in
their implementation of ATSC 3.0. ∎

Legal Committee Update on WIPO Issues
So far in 2016, NABA’s agenda at WIPO
remains focused on the Broadcaster Treaty
(BT) project, but with some other issues
potentially coming to the fore.

views mean that a simple one size fits all
treaty will not likely be acceptable and that
flexibility for optional levels of protection
will need to be incorporated into the
treaty. This model adds complexity to the
negotiations and drafting. The next SCCR
in November will consider a new Chairman’s text.

is problematic because of political linkages made with the work on the BT.
WIPO has heard requests for the SCCR to
consider issues relating to transfer of rights
provisions and the collective administration of copyright royalties. These issues
relate to existing treaties, including very
recent ones, and it is
unlikely governments
will agree to reopening
these matters at WIPO.

In May, the Standing Committee on Copyright and Related Rights (SCCR) met to
continue text-based work on a treaty proposal. Incremental
progress was made
on a text prepared
by the committee
Chair as work proceeded in a more
Finally, NABA is monitorconstructive, less
ing work at another WIPO
politically hostile
Committee — the Interatmosphere than at
governmental Committee
many past meeton Intellectual Property
ings. New questions
and Genetic Resources,
have arisen, howTraditional Knowledge and
ever, about the exFolklore (IGC) — which is
tent to which the
discussing a possible
treaty should adtreaty enacting legal prodress new digital
tections for expressions of
broadcasting serfolklore. Also referred to
vices such as IPTV
as "traditional cultural exand various onpressions," folklore is a
demand or OTT
very broad, not yet well
services.
These
defined class of artistic
were not part of the
expressions including: muoriginal mandate 15
sic, dance, stories, art, cosBroadcasters at SCCR/32 in Geneva, Switzerland, including NABA’s
or so years ago, but
tumes, ceremonies, perErica Redler (middle) and Televisa’s Felipe Saona (far right).
now some delegaformances, symbols
tions, notably the
and more. Any new form
EU (strongly backed by the UK), are of
Aside from work on the BT, the
of legal protection of folklore would althe view that a treaty that does not cover
SCCR continues work on various issues
most certainly raise issues for the producsuch new services is of little value. A
relating to limitations and exceptions
tion of audio-visual content, and therefore
technologically neutral treaty was pro("L&E") to copyright. Major developed
is a matter that broadcasters should pay
posed by South Africa and Mexico and
countries (including the US, Canada, Ja- attention to. Discussion of the folklore
still has their support, but some delegapan and the European Union) oppose a
matter is scheduled to take place at two
tions from Latin America and Asia prefer
new international treaty on these matters
meetings in the first half of 2017.
to stick to more traditional, non-internet
so, at this point in time, the matter is not
technologies. The US once made a prounduly concerning. However, should
The next meeting of consequence for
posal to cover a limited type of webcasting
the work transition to discussion of legally
NABA is the annual General Assembly in
it dubbed "netcasting," but it no longer
binding instruments it would be cause for
October which reviews and decides next
supports this approach. These diverging
concern. As well, work on L&E
steps on all WIPO activities. ∎
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which the ending could be
different
and
more positive:
Fix Outside the Car (Get FM chips in
smartphones turned on).
Adopt Smart Device Link.
Talk to OEM’s as one body using international organizations, such as
NABA.

Radio Interactive 2016 Summary
Jason Paris, NABA

I was again able to attend Canadian Music
Week’s Radio Interactive Summit in Toronto last month. Like previous years it
featured many of the top names and thinkers from across the radio industry, both
here in Canada and internationally. What
struck me most across all of this year’s
panels and keynotes was that the pace of
change in the industry had only continued
to accelerate and that ‘disruption’ is marching its path through what has been generally been a relatively stable industry. Predictions were generally more rosy
than gloomy, but unlike previous
years there was a more palpable
sense that things would and could
not remain as they are.
Fred Jacobs (Jacobs Media) led a
panel on the Changing Face of the
Car Dashboard where he made it
clear that the auto industry is simply
moving quicker than the radio industry as
they have a clear agenda. While some panelists, like Pierre Bouvard (Cumulus),
stressed that AM/FM listening in the car
was relatively stable at 72%, others felt that
this stability was on the cusp of being at
risk, largely due to the fact that most of the
auto industry’s entertainment and navigation systems were becoming more confusing, less intuitive, and that customers often
give up on most of their features within a
month. The fact that terrestrial radio is increasingly hidden on the dash will not help
and while Apple and Google may sort out
the technology by providing an interface
customers are used to, there’s little reason
to believe they will also highlight terrestrial
radio.
John Ellis’ (Ellis & Associates) thoughts
were some of the more alarming for the
industry as he warned that “radio’s assault
outside the car, would soon be inside as
well” and that terrestrial radio will find
itself on a slow, but steady, path to extinction. However, he did offer three means by

1.
2.
3.

On a podcast panel it was made clear that
disruptive services have more social media
‘cred’ than terrestrial stations, with a number of examples in the New York City market given.

Corus’ Alan Cross then moderated a panel
on Beyond AM and FM, Sooner Rather
than Later where the point was continually
made that slow-motion disruption was occurring on all fronts, but sometimes at a
rate too slow for shareholders to “trade
their analogue money for digital dimes.”
Some panelists felt the industry should be
rallying around the great content they provide and work together instead of against
each other, again through national and international organizations such as NABA.
Everyone on the panel agreed that younger
generations could simply skip radio if we
aren’t careful and some argued that they
already were. Corus’ Chris Duncombe
added that regulators, such as Canada’s
CRTC, help to keep it from being a level
playing field and still gives terrestrial radio
some advantages. However, he admitted
too that the current review of radio services
in Canada could change all that quickly.
On the View from the Executive Suite
panel, many top radio executives from
Canada and the US made the case that ter-

restrial radio is far from dead, but that it
simply needed to be enhanced. Cumulus’
Mike McVay argued this should come
through further embracing digital radio,
while Emmis’ Jeff Smulyan furthered this
sentiment and stressed that it should never
be forgotten that radio is the free alternative and that applications, such as his own
NextRadio, should connect this fact with
enhancements that consumers not only
want, but expect. Rogers’ Julie McAdam
suggested looking abroad and cited the UK
radio industry as a source of inspiration,
with their focus on always being live and
really showcasing brands, personalities and
new music. Newcap’s Rob Steele echoed
earlier panel’s fears that finding the
AM/FM in the car was becoming a
huge problem and that while NAB
is trying to maintain its prominence
in the dash in the US, there’s no
such equivalent effort in Canada.
In a keynote, CBC’s Susan Marjetti
cited the recent success of Radio
One and Radio 2 and how they are
both bucking the worldwide trend of audience declines. She stressed that focusing on
content and then connecting to, reflecting
back, and always engaging the audience
means that they will eventually find you.
However, she stressed that you must give
them all the means to do so (e.g., terrestrially, digitally, online, podcasts, satellite
radio, etc.).
I came away realizing a few major things,
but mostly that NABA, through its Radio
Committee, continues to be on the right
path in this disruptive age. Getting the FM
chip into and turned on in all smartphones
is so key to the industry’s future and was
cited many times on many panels. Also,
the need for cooperation and to speak with
a single voice, through organizations such
as ours, was highlighted from many different and competing interests. Like many, I
suspect terrestrial radio has a strong future,
but it will only get there through competing
where it makes sense, but also cooperating
and speaking as an industry where it makes
sense to do so as well. ∎
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FOX’s Winston Caldwell Honoured with SIA Award
On March 10th in Washington, DC the Satellite Industry Association (SIA) honoured our own Winston Caldwell (VP, Spectrum Engineering, Advanced Engineering, Fox Networks Group) with its Service to the Satellite Industry Recognition Award.
NABA shares SIA’s view that Winston has provided exceptional service to the
industry, particularly in his efforts to protect the important C-Band spectrum,
and congratulate him on this significant award. As many of you know, Winston
plays a significant role on NABA’s Technical Committee and often represents
NABA abroad at both CITEL and ITU-R meetings.
Congratulations again Winston!

WBU Conference to be Held This October in Bali, Indonesia
The WBU, for the first time in 20 years, will hold a WBU Conference on October 26th following the ABU General Assembly in Bali, Indonesia.
Many of the WBU’s member unions, particularly those representing emerging
markets, feel this is an important event to better understand global best practices.
Bob Plummer (Fox/NABA) will be on a Technical Panel and NABA’s DirectorGeneral Michael McEwen will be chairing a panel on climate change and disaster coverage. CBC/Radio-Canada's Ombudsman Esther Enkin will also be on
two panels. An early version of the agenda can be found here:
http://bit.ly/2016WBUConference

Free Radio on My Phone Launched in Canada
The Free Radio on My Phone project has recently been expanded to Canada.
The Canadian site is now active at http://freeradioonmyphone.ca/.
Thanks go out to all the NABA members who helped make this happen.
While the campaign has not had a huge media push yet, early indications are
positive that awareness is increasing regarding the FM chip in smartphones at
both the consumer and provider levels.
The US version of the campaign helped convince four major providers to
unlock the FM radio in Android phones. The Canadian campaign is hoping to
piggy-back on that success through the work of the National Campus and Community Radio Association, with support from broadcasters like CBC/RadioCanada.
.
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NABA Members & Issues in the News


NAB Asks FCC to OK Next-Gen Broadcasting (ATSC 3.0)



Netflix Will be Largest US TV Network by 2019



Wheeler Sees Bright Future for AM/FM Radio, Still Won’t Mandate FM Chip Though



Cord-Cutting Hits Cable Nets Across the Board



NBCU Buys DreamWorks Animation



Broadcast is a Top Ask for OTT Streaming Packages



ATSC 3.0 - What You Need to Know About the Future of Broadcast Television



Canadian Campaign Demands Telcos Unlock the FM Radio in Smartphones



Why Microsoft’s Removal of the FM Tuner in their Phones is Our Fault



Is Terrestrial Radio Facing its Judgment Day with Fierce Competition



Traditional TV Still the World’s Favourite Video



FM Chip Update is a Mixed Bag: Android Growth, Stubborn Apple

Looking Ahead — Key Dates & Upcoming Events
Date

Event

Location

June 21

NABA-Board of Directors Meeting (Hosted by NBCU)

New York, NY, USA

June 28-01

CITEL — 27th Meeting of the PCC.II

Bogota, COLOMBIA

June 29

NABA-Radio Committee Meeting (Hosted by NPR)

Washington, DC, USA

June 30

NABA-Legal Committee Meeting

[Teleconference]

Aug. 23-26

CITEL: XXIX Meeting of the PCC.I

Lima, PERU

Sept. 8-13

IBC Exhibition & Conference

Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS

Sept. 19-23

CITEL — XXVIII Meeting of the PCC.IIM

[To Be Determined]

Sept. 19-23

WIPO’s 31st Intergovernmental Committee (IGC)

Geneva, SWITZERLAND

Sept. 21-23

NAB’s 2016 Radio Show

Nashville, TN, USA

Oct. 3-11

WIPO’s 48th General Assembly

Geneva, SWITZERLAND

A complete list of upcoming events is available at: www.nabanet.com/nabaweb/calendar/calendar.asp

The NABAcaster newsletter is available online at:
www.nabanet.com/nabaweb/newsletter/NABAcaster.asp
Copyright © 2016 North American Broadcasters Association. All rights reserved.
Photos and images are courtesy of PBS, ATSC, E. Redler, CMW Radio Interactive,
and the National Campus & Community Radio Association.
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